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with him." Hearing his words the nobles sent back a letter to the king,
saying: " He will not go." And when the king heard the purport of
what was written in the letter, his body was aflame with the fire of
anger; and he went forth attended by his eighteen-fold complete army,
and came to the city of Pratisthana, and beleaguered it. And he sent
messengers to Qalivahana, who came to Qalivahana and said: "O
Qalivahana, King Vikralna, the overlord of all kings, summons you;
so come and see him." And Qalivahana said: " Messengers, I will
not see the king alone; surrounded by a complete army of the four
parts [compare four lines below], on the field of battle will I see Vikrama.
Let your honors tell the king this." Hearing these words the messen-
gers repeated them even thus to the king. When he heard this Bang
Vikrama came forth to the battle-field to fight. But Qalivahana took
some clay in the potter's house, and made with it elephants and horses
and chariots and foot-soldiers, and brought them to life with a charm;
and with this four-fold army he went out from the city and came to
the field of battle. And at the time when the two hosts were ad-
vancing:
 1.	The circle of the heaven was confused with alarm, and the
ocean became greatly perturbed; in the lower world the serpent-
king trembled, and the earth-supporting mountains quaked; the
earth was terrified, and the great serpents spewed venom beyond
measure;   thus the whole universe was variously stirred at the
advance of the king's host.
 2.	The glorious armies shone with endless troops of horses im-
petuous as gusts of wind, and crowds of impassioned elephants;
the entire heaven was hidden by banners, chowries, and pennants,
and the three worlds were filled with shrill war-drums and tabors
and the sound of kettle-drums.
 3.	The whole sky was pervaded with the quantities of dust struck
up by the feet of the horses;  the atmosphere between (heaven
and earth) was completely concealed by royal parasols, and the
earth was covered with warriors; the sound of the drums could not
be heard by the ear for the rattle of the chariots, as the host came
forward with shouts of the warriors, inspiring great terror.
Then the two armies clasht.   At this time:
4.	With clubs, arrows, knives, battle-knives [?], maces, bludgeons,
and half moon-shaped darts;   with iron arrows, javelins, plow-
toothed clubs, lances, spears, and daggers;   with tridents [like
Qiva's], and many other sharp divine weapons, including the

